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About This Content

Don't miss the opportunity to take part in one of the most exciting event of the season with the additional content Monster
Energy Supercross - Monster Energy Cup! Race among the best in the spectacular Monster Energy Cup in Las Vegas, with a

new set of rules and a special new track.
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Title: Monster Energy Supercross - Monster Energy Cup
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K; AMD FX-6350 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 with 2 GB VRAM or more; AMD Radeon HD 7800 with 2 GB VRAM or more

DirectX: Version 11

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German
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Bridge Construction Playground is another ClockStone's remake (first was Bridge Constructor) of old Chronic Logic's Bridge
Builder.
Aim of all those game is simple - you have to build a bridge that withstands trains, cars or trucks, with resources like wood,
metal bars, stone pillars and lines.

Despite being very similar to Bridge Constructor, Playground offers more flexibility. Instead of a strict caring about a budget,
you can freely build any bridge in any way you like. Every level has also few tasks which requires building a bridge in some
specific way - without some resources, with some strict budget or with keeping stress of the bridge under some level.

In comparision to Bridge Constructor, physics is not that hilarious as it used to be. It improved a lot.
Graphically this game is bad. But it doesn't matter at all. Music is nice and not disturbing.

Playground is way less challenging than Bridge Constructor, though it is still fun.

The most annoying thing in Playground is inability to move once set joints. You literally have sometimes to delete whole bridge
just because you can't move one damn joint. And it was possible in the previous version.
Also in some camera positions it is impossible either to place parts of a bridge or to delete them. You get used to it, but it is very
irritating at the beginning.

And the game still lacks a speed up button.

Anyway, it's a very funny and addictive game. Not the best one of the genre of building bridges, but not bad either. But if you
like the genre, it's a game just for you.. I recommend this game to everyone! It's a great local versus, and its best played with
family members, but the A.I. is good and playing alone is still awesome. All negative comments are just pointless and do not
give a good "review" of the game.
I got this game to check it out, and despite not being the usual sort of thing I'd play, it's actually quite fun. It took me about 2
minutes to realise how to play, so all other reviews stating the controls aren't explained or stated anywhere. They are at the
bottom of the screen, it's not hard.

I've played this game for a decent amount of time now and it's quite fun, despite there only being one thing to do.. Played for 30
mins, got to level 8, and now I'm totally out of breath and my mussles are numb :)
No matter what this game is lacking in content, it is a great workout!.

If you try to beat your record on a daily basis in VR the results will show IRL
. Lol looks cool :D. I'm yet to find the answer, but I'm well on my way to get it!

What I can say so far is that it's a trippy fast-paced evil game that works by messing with your mind in a very bendy way. Travel
through a tunnel for 3 minutes. It is said that "the answer" is at the end of the tunnel of inverted controls, so just giddy up and
try to find the "answer", whatever it may be.... I'd really recommend this visual novel if you want to play one that's a little
different. The story was nice, it had beautiful moments in it and tbh I never thought I'd play a visual novel in my life but this one
was different and kept me interested the whole time! Completed the whole story as well, I think it's the whole historical factory
to the game that made it so interesting for me. A story about love and war, good combination. Haha. THIS GAME. ♥♥♥♥ IT
WITH A RUSTY POKEY THING. UNINSTALLING IT BEFORE IT INFECTS THE REST OF MY HARDDRIVE. I WANT
TO BURN IT TO A DISK AND SEND IT TO PEOPLE I HATE.
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Great little indie game! Love this one. \u00a32 to do something you could already do in the base game
Was hoping for an arena styled "Challenge" but oh well. This game is bad. It is badly made graphic wise, story wise (for the
campaign), sound wise and play wise. Everything looks bad including the sound and talking. Everybody sound stupid in the
game and well, could it be more rehashed crap we've seen 10 thousands time the last 15 years? For god sake starcraft 1 today
after 15 years is a more inovative and fun game to play than that crap that come from who knows where.
I don't mind indie dev with poor graphics as long as the game is fun, but this crapfest is just not worth it. I got it for cheap on
black friday sale and i still feel like i got riped off.

STAY FAR AWAY FROM THAT GAME! DO NOT PRESS THE BUY BUTTON, YOU WILL LEAD A HAPPIER LIFE!.
The controls are slippery.. Very nice bikini, didn't know whether to get this or the striped bikini but the pearl necklace won me
over. 9\/10 would recommend to those not able to spend 1.99 euro on the higher costing apparel.. This version has no fullscreen
option. Don't get ripped off.. An easy point and click puzzler, but an enjoyable one. Why? It's hilarious.. The game was pretty
good. but when it came to trying to record and play it it would lag so bad. After some time though I managed to fix the issue the
graphics and monster was amazing but there wasn't much to do. So in my opinion it isn't really worth 3 dollars anyways here is
my let's play of the game! Gevaudan - Something is Lurking in The Woods!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/68axRKrzAwg
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